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THE TRUST FOR BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGY

B GGEST BUl{GtE

ln 1962 ihe important Roman lown of Alcester, [wo lhirds ol which lay undisturbed ben-
ealh agriculiural landl, was selected by lhe nalion as a monument worthy ol preservation,
Fnd was given ihe maximum staluiory prolection short ol aclual guardianship. Eight years
later the Counly Planning-Ollicer of Wanvickshire ignored this and designat€d the land for
development lormally naited by his County Council. ln doing s-o they vastly enhanced its
money value, and put the Nation in a position of polential liability to the Marquis of
Hertford, should it wish to continue lo safeguard ihis important part ol its archaeological
heritage.

Subsequently when a planning appllcalion came before Stratford Dlslrict Council, it
relused lo acknowledge the Nalion's desire to protect the monumenl as grounds lor relus-
ing the applicalion. All representations by D.O.E. and olher bodies were disregarded. ln
laci the District Council operating in a geographical area renowned lor planning controv-
ersy even supported an ailempt to develop an addilional area which had not even been
zoned lor development.

Dr.Raymond Lamb, Warwickshire County A.chaeologist, now lakes up the story.

SO FAR

"The existence of a Roman town beneath
the present town centre and the fields
around Alcester has been known since the
eighteenth century. The extent and import-
ance of the remains, however, have become
clear only since the 1920's, when a local
antiquary, Mr.B.W.Davis, began to make
records of stray firlds and to carry out small
scale excavations. During the 1950's, after
the death of Mr.Davis, this work was carried
on, in a much more organised way, by
H.Hughes of the University of Birmingham
Extra Mural Department."

"ln 1962 ihc Ministrv of Prrhlic Brrildino
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intention of the Ancient Monumenti Acts
under which the scheduling i9 dohe - that a
national archive of the best archaeological
sites and buildings be kept intact for the
benef it of succeeding generations."

"ln spite of the 1962 Scheduling, a sub-
stantial area of the Roman lown laying
under fields and orchards, was soon afler-
wards lost to housing development by
Messrs Wimpeys. The Ministry of Works
made arrangements for large-scale rescue
excavations, organised on its behalf by the
Alcester Excavation Committee under the
chairmanshio of Dr G Webster The main

HAM . FISTED HIt[
ln November scores of lorries and machines
converged on the largest lron Age hill fort in
England, Ham Hill near llchester, Somerset
Their mission was to remove with the max-
imum amount of noise, dust, damage and
local inconvenience, 40,000 tons of stone to
provide rubble for the new llchester By-
Pass.

This quarrying was allowed under a lic-
ence from the Duchy of Cornwall which
owns the land. The licence was 25 years
old, needed no planning permission and
thus removed the statutory protection
"enjoyed" by other sites of this nature.

stone walls demolished
RESCUE was inform'ed of these calamit-

ies on Monday, 1oth November. On Tues-
day 11th-.a major article appeared in 7he
Guardian written by Martin Walker who
takes a very close interest in affairs of this
nature. lncredibly, the Duchy of Cornwall
were unaware of the resumption of quarry-
ing and had already agreed to transfer the
Hill to the local authority lor use as a public
country park. They immediately ordered all
work to be stopped and suggested a

meeting on Thursday 13th between archae-
ologists, contractors and officials to sort



EXPERIMEI{TAI ARGHAEOTOGY AilD

THE BUTSER ANGIEilT FARM PROJEGT
Experimental archaeology can be sensibly
claimed to be fundamental to the progress
of archaeological thought and practice.
Especially is this so with relation to pre-
history and excavation technique. ln fact,
experiments have been conducted for as
long as archaeology has been practised but
it is only relatively recently that the exper-
iments have been sub.iected to rigorous
scientific controls. As a general description
Experimental Archaeology is an umbrella
term like geography or even archaeology
itself . lt embraces quite properly activities
and studies ranging from mycology 10

model building, cultural anthropology to
thermodynam ics.

ln basic terms it seeks to ask the ques-
tions of 'how' and 'why' of the 'what' that is
recovered by excavation and field work. ln
the examining process it is often necessary
to borrow techniques from a multitude of
difJerent disciplines but only in so far as
those disciplines are applicable. A great
danger is presented by the over-application
of a technique beyond the limits of the
available evidence and question involved.
For example, there is always the attractive
invitation offered by the techniques of
modern geography to apply 'landscape in-
terpretational models' which, within the
present acquisition of data from prehistory,
cannot be logically supported

Experimental archaeology is most easily
understood when presented in the form of a

scientilic formula. The formula consists of
four elements lnitially and of the greatest
importance is the archaeological data. The
raw evidence achieved by excavation and
fieldwork supplemented only too rarely by
fragmentary documentary sources. The sec-
ond element of the formula consisls of the
interpretation of that data, the explanation
offered by the excavator of the material
recovered. The explanation, in reality, is
only an hypothesis based upon the specific
site evidence and comparable material trom
elsewhere lt is a matter of growing concern
that the majority of excavation reporls are,
in effect, the presentation of an hypothesis
and not the record of an excavation
containing detailed information about and
description of the data recovered The
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experimental work is the lstabtisnment ot
probability More often than not experim-
ents prove a negative rather than a positive

The test of hypothesis validity depends
upon the comparison of the fourth element,
the experimental data with the first elem-
ent, the eXcavated data lf there is adequate
agreement between these data the hypoth-
esis can be accepted as valid, if not, the
hypothesis is invalid

The formula, therefore, is cyclical and
can, in fact, be started at any point. For
example, the model builder invariably beg-
ins at the hypothesis stage, the model is

the experiment and the data produced is the
standard against which the archaeological

ever, after twenty firings in the same bowl
and subsequent cleaning, a pit was prod-
uced 1 00m. deep by 1.50m. in diameter All
evidence of burning within the pit was soon
destroyed by normal weathering This res-
ultant pit, the side effect of pottery manuf-
acture, has direct parallels with excavated
exam p I es.

One further example of the experimental
'spin-off' has been the production of car-
bonised seeds. A complex series of grain
storage experiments in underground silos
include the specific test of firing a pit
immediately before storage. Although the
pit is physically cleaned before firing, seeds
from the previous storage period are often

ion is under control, that any attempt may
be made to understand the broad picture

Consequently it has been the work of the
experimental archaeologist, not only to
focus altention upon the inadequacies of
data retrival and recording but also to make
a positive contribution towards improving
techniques There are many cases that
could be quoted but two particular ex-
amples will serve admirably. The Iirst and
major example has been the work of Philip
Barker who has pioneered the system ol
area excavation in this country. That his
work began as an experiment is beyond all
doubt The principle of slripping a large
arca layer by layer and recording in great
detail all the material evidence presenl,
including textural changes, has led to a re-

appraisal of excavation technique The
major signif icance lies in the hct that such
evidence is open to re-interpretation and
emphasises how subjective the majority of
excavations have been in the past

The second example is the work of
H.N Jarman, A.J Legge and J A.Charles in
the production of Froth Flotation Cells and
the sieving experiments by S.Payne These
experiments successfully improved the ac-
quisition of material evidence, the presence
of which had hardly been previously recog-
n i sed.

Experimental archaeology has already
made a significant contribution especially
in this last aspect of focussing attention on
retneval and recording techniques. How-
ever, this is only the beginning. The cyclical
formula of prime data hypothesis
experiment experimental data leading
to validity and probability assessment
serves to remind us of the unquestioning
acceptance of archaeological theories that
pervade the subject at present.

It is according to the principles of the
above formula that the Butser Ancient Farm
Research Project was set up in August
1972. This proiect is unique in British if not
in World Archaeology in that it seeks to re-
construct and operate as an economic
working unit an lron Age farmstead dating
to approximately 300 B.C. lt is the intentlon
to explore all the aspects of such a lafin-
stead, reconstructing buildings and proces-
ses, plant cultivation and animal husbandry
as evidenced by the archaeological and
documentary sources. The establishment of
a reference archive of such matorial and
comparable ethnographic evidence is reg-
arded as a critical and integral part of thls
project.

The project is situated on Little Butser, a

spur to the north of Butser Hill in Hamp-
shire. Approximately fiftyseven acres of

data is to be measured Similarly one can

hypothesise a process that'must' have

happened although there is no archaeolog-
ical evidence as yet. The manufacture of
charcoal fuel was vital for the production of
metal and yet there is virtually no evidence
of its manufacture in the archaeological
record An experiment to produce charcoal

trapped in the interstices of the chalk rock.
The firing destroys many of these but a
proportion, in one case over a thousand
seeds, was beautifully carbonised and thus
in state which could survive

The range of experimental work is con-
siderable and the applications of the basic
formula outlined above are virtually inf inite.



ln basic terms it seeks to ask the ques-
tions ot 'how' and 'why' of the 'what' thal is
recovered by excavation and tield work. ln
the examining process it is often necessary
to borrow techniques from a multitude oJ

different disciplines but only in so far as
those disciplines are applicable. A great
danger is presented by the over-application
of a technique beyond the limits of the
available evidence and question involved.
For example, there is always the attractive
invitation offered by the techniques of
modern geography to apply 'landscape in-
terpretational models' which, within the
presenl acquisition of data from prehistory,
cannot be logically supported.

Experimental archaeology is most easily
underslood when presented in the form of a

scientif ic formula. The formula consists of
four elements. lnitially and of the greatest
importance is the archaeological data. The
raw evidence achieved by excavation and
f ieldwork supplemented only too rarely by
fragmentary documentary sources. The sec-
ond element of the formula consists of the
interpretation of that data, the explanation
offered by the excavator of the material
recovered. The explanation, in reality, is
only an hypothesis based upon the specific
site evidence and comparable material from
elsewhere. lt is a matter of growing concern
that the majority of excavation reports are,
in eflect, the presentation of an hypothesis
and not the record of an excavation
containing detailed information about and
description of the data recovered. The
present situation in archaeology, lack of
finance and forced salvage operations, is
serving to produce more and more such
hypotheses unsupported by accurately rec-
orded data. lt is of vital consequence that
such data be recorded in order to allow the
possibility of re-interpretation. Total excav-
ation is total destruction. The archaeologist
is in an even safer position than the doctor.
At least there is the possibility of exhuming
the latter's mistakes. lt has been said in the
pages of this iournal by Mr Philip Barker, a

founder of RESCUE, that excavation is the
examination of a site cubic centimetre by
cubic centimetre. The assumed second half
of that statement is clearly - 'and should be
similarly recorded cubic centimetre by
cubic centimetre.

The logical third eiement of the formula
introduces the experimental phase The
hypothesis offered by the excavator should
be subjected to rigorous empirical testing,
ideally at a one to one scale The purpose is
to assess the validity of the hypothesis. lt
must be emphasised that one is dealing
only with validity and invalidity, not histor-
ical truth' lndeed, historical truth is a con-
cept diff icult to accept even with documen-
tary source evidence. The major value of

data is to be measured Similarly one can
hypothesise a process that'must' have
happened although there is no archaeolog-
ical evidence as yet. The manufacture of
charcoal fuel was vital for the production of
metal and yet there is virtually no evidence
of its manufacture in the archaeological
record An experiment to produce charcoal
is constructed, the process carefully monit-
ored and the effects of that process which
may survive archaeologically are minutely
recorded Armed with this comparative
material the excavator is better equipped to
observe whether such evidence is available.
ln this way, by providing 'comparanda', the
experimenter is focussing attention upon
details which may exist but have previously
not been recognised or even seen.

Occasionally one can achieve a 'spin-off'
from an experiment designed to test a

totally different hypothesis. For example,
there is considerable doubt as to how pre-
historic pottery was made and there are a

variety of systems which need careful
examination. One particular system, known
as the pit-clamp, has been tested exhaust-
ively at the Ancient Farm The clamp con-
sists of a shallow bowl dug into the ground
surface some 45 cms in diameter by 15 cms
deep

The bowl is lined with straw, dried pots
are placed in position and covered with dry
and green timber Thereafter a covering of
lurves is positioned before firing. The res-
ultant pottery from this process, fired in a

reducing atmosphere, bears favourable
comparison with prehistoric pottery. How-

Ine stevrng expenments Dy 5 l'ayne. lnese
experiments successfully improved the ac-
quisition of material evidence, the presence
of which had hardly been previously recog-
n i sed.

Experimental archaeology has already
made a significant contribuiion especially
in this last aspect of focussing attention on
retrieval and recording techniques. How-
ever, this is only the beginning. The cyclical
formula of prime data hypothesis
experiment experimental data leading
to validity and probability assessment
serves to remind us of the unquestioning
acceptance of archaeological theories thet
pervade the subiect at present.

It is according to the principles of the
above formula that the Butser Ancient Farm
Research Proiect was set up in August
1972 This project is unique in British il not
in World Archaeology in that it seeks to re-
construct and operate as an economic
working unit an lron Age farmstead dating
to approximately 300 B.C. lt is the intention
to explore all the aspects of such a farm-
stead, reconstructing buildings and proces-
ses, plant cultivation and animal husbandry
as evidenced by the archaeological and
documentary sources. The establlshm6nt of
a reference archive of such material and
comparable ethnographic evidence is reg-
arded as a critical and integral part of thls
project.

The project is situated on Little Butser, a
spur to the north of Butser Hill in Hamp-
shire. Approximately f if tyseven acres of
land will ultimately be under the control of
the farmstead but at present only thirty
acres are in use comprising the spur itself
and its wooded slopes The land is provided
by the Hampshire County Council. lnitial
funding of the research was made by the
Ernest Cook Foundation.

lnevitably the following paragraphs sum-
marise but a little of the work achieved
during the past three years at the Ancient
Farm. Pressure of space precludes a fuller
and more detailed exposition. The object is,
however, to indicate briefly the areas of
research at present in hand. Further articles
about the farm and relevant findings are
planned for f uture editions

The spur was occupied during the lron
Age period and the extent of that occupat-
ion is being steadily examined. Two field
monuments, an unusual dished-platform
and a 60m length of unfinished ditch are the
clearest indication of that occupation but
subsequent examination of apparently
'sterile'areas have indicated much more ex-
tensive evidence. This is of particular con-
cern when placed in the context of other
sites with little clear f ield evidence or even
no clear evidence at all. The excavation has
concentrated upon examination of develop-

trapped in the interstices of the chalk rock.
The firing destroys many of these but a
proportion, in one case over a thousand
seeds, was beautifully carbonised and thus
in state which could survive. \-

The range of experimental work is con-
siderable and the applications of the basic
formula outlined above are virtually inf inite.
However, one significant factor that emer-
ges from all experimental work is the inad-
equacy of the prime data. Both the method
of its acquisition and the systems by which
the acquisition is recorded lt is of great
importance to recognise that archaeological
data as achieved represents its final func-
tional phase and the information present,
especially in the case of a pit, may bear no
relation to its original f unction whatsoever
Similarly it is of little value to concentrate
upon artif actual material, whether it be
decorative brooches, the province of the art-
historian, broken tools or animal bones if
the structural evidence is ignored ln this
situation one counts as a structure post-
holes, pits, ditches, gullies and any feature
which is cut into the/ground. Physical evid-
ence like stone walls and timber beams are
accorded the minutest of inspection and re-
cording details but the post-hole or pit is

regularly regarded as the repository for
'useful artifacts' with little or no attention
paid to its structure. Yet the wall of a pit
may well provide the ephemeral lraces ol
evidence which would explain its prime
f unction. lt is the close scrutiny of the min-
utiae which will facilitate improved inter-
pretation lt is only when the micro-situat-
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menl areas prior to reconstruction work and
upon the maior feature, the dished plat-
form. Prior to any work on site a photo-
grammetric survey of the area was made as
well as the establishment of ten fixed
datum points. Various lechniques have
been used in the excavation process the
most important of which has been the
approach from the grass-surface down-
wards (see below). Attention has also been
paid to recording techniques including the
use of a photographic gantry tower costlng
less than t10 which allows mosaic and
stereoscopic photography.

The major concern during the past three
years has been the construction of two
houses and a field system and the acquisit-
ion and domestication of the appropriate
livestock in order to set up the farmstead.
Ultimately it is planned to build four houses
and attendant structures within a ditched
and banked enclosure with field systems
and paddocks radiating from it. ln real
lerms, however, the whole farmstead will be
the Iirst outdoor scientific laboratory res-
earching into archaeology. Each of the
component structures and every process
will be a research experiment in itsell. TIe
complete farmstead similarly being a full-
scale experimental project. ln brief, ihe
whole and each of its parts is the subiect of
the most rigorous research.

Within the compass of this article, lt
would be impossible even to catalogue in
any detail the findings and implications of
the work achieved to date. Consequently
only three specific aspects of the research
programme are dealt with below. However,
the establishment of the farmstead is some
way toward completion. A great deal of data
has been already achieved concerning the
crops of the pre-historic period and their
yield factors, sowing and ploughing tech-
niques, the domestication and training of
cattle, potential grass economy, timber and
lea, economies, animal control and hus-
bandry. There is considerable need to
stress that all these agricultural program-
mes must be the subject of many years of
research work if valid statistical information
is to be gained. lt is totally without mean-
ing, for example to discuss yield f igures for
various types of cereals unless these have
been achieved both over a period of several
consecutive years and under carefully rec-
orded details of treatment and climatic
conditions. A bald f igure of x cwls or
bushels per acre is singularly meaningless.

Perhaps the research programme which
has yielded the most signif icant results to
date has been that devoted to the problems
of the storage of grain in underground
silos Thc featrrre nf lha hil s6 a6mm6n 6n

programme can seek to answer. The life-
span of a grain storage pit is one such key
question. ln the light of the present exper-
imental data which includes a detailed
mycologfical study of both stored product
and pit wall, it is most unlikely that there is
a terminal life span for a pit. This factor
also increases the difficulty of pit interpret-
ation. However, there is a distinct possibil-
ity cil ascertaining some pit functions from
the study of experimental pit walls. The
establishment' of comparanda obtained
from a monitored life-cycle of a pit is a
clear and vital aspect of experimental
archaeology.

The most impressive visual aspect of the
research programme to date is the recon-
struction of two round-houses which torm
the nucleus of the farmstead. The recon-
structions are respectively based upon
ground plans drawn from Maiden Castle in
Dorset and Balksbury in Hampshire. The
former is a post-built structure six metres in
diameter with interwoven hazel watile walls.
The central post-hole as reco'rded by the
excavator was utilised for a central support
for the apex of roof. That this interpretation
of a central post-hole is probably in error is
demonstrated by the latter structure which
is over nine metres in diameter with an un-
supported roof span. lt is always necessary
to emphasise that a reconstruction is in no
way a replica. Rather it is one possible
physical structure which is postulated frofi
the archaeological evidence. lt would be
quite wrong to think of such structures
ac heind real lrnn Ade horscs Thc oner-

trench'. The presence of Rattus rattus has
been recognised in the Roman levels at
York and one suspects that it is only a
matter of time before its prehistoric pres-
ence is identified. Even failing that, zoolog-
ists suggest that the vole fulfilled the
present role ol the rat before its appear-
ance. One further aspect of the use of the
structure has been the creation of a shallow
depression immediately outside the door-
way. This has been caused by the eaves
drip and the passage of teet. This last
observation has been instrumental in the
Iocation of a doorway in the recent excavat-
ion of a round-house at Skipton in York-
sh ire.

The selected evidence discussed in the
previous paragraph serves to underline the
value of establishing 'comparanda' of vital
significance to the interpretation of excav-
ated sites. There is a much greater need for
the multiplicity of interpretation, the recog-
nition of a number of potential explanations
for any particular feature.

The second round-house, which has only
recently been completed is entirely different
in concept and construction. lt depends
upon the hypothesis of a timber-rrame
structure utilising sophisticated joinery of
neolithic date including mortice and tenon
joints, scarf joints and wooden pegs. The
roof structure, based upon five major rafters
and a pentagonal ring beam supports two
tonnes of reed thatch. The major implicat-
ion of this reconstruction is that a central
post is not a necessary integral feature for a
house of this size. Mathematically it is
possible to span even greater distances. lt
is worth noting that the ground area ot this
house is greater than the average modern
house and yet is still only in the medium
range of lron Age house plans. The round-
house with cone-shaped roof is not only an
elegant structure but also demonstrates a
considerable degree of engineering sophis-
tication.

Finally, since experimental work always
focusses attention upon the raw archaeol-
ogical data, one specific research project
has been implemented at the Ancient Farm
to seek improved methods of excavation.

The process of turf removal prior to ex-
cavation especially on sites with a shallow
soil cover has always seemed to be a pot-
ential distortion of the available evidence. lt
would be advantageous to excavate literally
Irom the grass surface downwards. The
malor problem is the grass itself and the
root-bonded topsoil However, if the proc-
ess of photosynthesis can be stopped, the
grass will die and the roots rot away. By
covering the area due for excavation with a
lzvor al hla^L 
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ation of the basic formula of experimental
archaeology can, perhaps, be best seen in
lhis kind of reconstruction work. One is
interested specifically in validity and prob-
ability.iudgements.

The Maiden Castle Round-house, com-
pleted in 1973, has been subiected to a
careful monitoring programme with some
fascinating implications. ln order to con-
struct the house over thirty trees were used,
seven tonnes of daub and over one tonne ot
thatch. This last item, according to the
cereal research programme, represents the
slraw from over an acre of land. lf one
accepts the standard yield figures offered
for the prehistoric period this amount of
straw would be drawn from over four acres.
Yet this house is representative of the
smaller variety. Woodwork was of the
simplest kind utilising only the axe-cut
friction plate ioint with raw-hide lashing.
Again the hides of three cattle were
required in the construction.

The completed structure has achieved a
degree of validity in that it has guccessfully
withstood four hurricanes and, during the
winter of 1973-74, over a metre of rain. Des-
pite the excessive rainfall, no drip trench
has lormed under the eaves. However, since
the house was used lor the storage of grain
during the winter periods, it became
infested with rats which lived under the
walls. Their activity has palpably altered the
'archaeological evidence' in that a gulley
has been created around two-thirds of the
circumference of the house producing what
midhl hc inlehretad ie,'^nnsirrrali^n

I
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complete farmstead similarly being a full-
scale experimental project. ln brief, the
whole and each of its parts is the subiect of
the most rigorous research.

Within the compass of this article, it
would be impossible even to catalogue in
any detail the findings and implications of
the work achieved to date. Consequently
only three specific aspects of the research
programme are dealt with below. However,
the eslablishment of the farmstead is some
way toward completion. A great deal of data
has been already achieved concerning the
crops of the pre-historic period and their
yield factors, sowing and ploughing tech-
niques, the domestication and training of
cattle, potential grass economy, timber and
leat economies, animal control and hus-
bandry. There is considerable need to
stress that all these agricultural program-
mes must be the sub,ect of many years of
research work if valid statistical informatlon
is to be gained. lt is totally without mean-
ing, for example to discuss yield f igures for
various types oI cereals unless these have
been achieved both over a period of several
consecutive years and under carefully rec-
orded details of treatment and climatic
conditions. A bald f igure of x cwts or
bushels per acre is singularly meanlngless.

Perhaps the research programme which
has yielded the most significant results to
date has been that devoted to the problems
of the storage of grain in underground
silos. The feature of the pit so common on
many lron Age sites on a variety of sub-
soils, continues to present great problems
tor interpretation. From documentary evid-
ence it is thought that some pits were used
for the storage of food and that of these
pits some were used for the storage of
grain. lt is worth stating at this point that
not all pits are for grain storage. li is qulte
wrong even to adopt this interpretation as a
first option. By examining a number of var-
iables involving shape, size and type of
lining against the specific constants of
climate and stored product, it has been
possible to establish that seed grain can be
successfully stored in a pit. The accepted
theory that grain stored in a pit was for
consumption and could be broached and
sealed like a larder door has been largely
dispelled by this research evidence. Con-
sequently it also brings into question the
hypothesis that some population comput-
ation can be achieved by mathematical
analysis of pit capacity against consump-
tion rates. This final piece of evidence loads
too many variables into the lormula for it to
be at all tenable.

Yet there is still a large number of baslc
questions that only a long-term research

span of a grain storage pii is one such key
question. ln the light oI the present exper-
imental data which includes a detailed
mycological study of both siored product
and pit wall, it is most unlikely that there ls
a terminal lire span for a pit. This factor
also increases the difficulty of pit interpret-
ation. However, there is a distinct possibil-
ity of ascertaining some pit functions from
the study of experimental plt walls. The
establishment ot comparanda obtained
from a monitored life-cycle of a pit is a
clear and vital aspect of experimental
archaeology.

The most impressive visual aspect of th€
research programme to date is the recon-
struction of two round-houses which form
the nucleus of the farmstead. The recon-
structions are respectively based upon
ground plans drawn from Maiden Castle in
Dorset and Balksbury in Hampshire. The
former is a post-built structure six metres in
diameter with interwoven hazel wattle walls.
The central post-hole as recorded by the
excavator was utilised for a central support
for the apex of roof. That this interpretation
of a central post-hole is probably in error is
demonstraled by the latter structure which
is over nine metres in diameter with an un-
supported roof span. lt is always necessary
to emphasise that a reconstruction is in no
way a replica. Rather it is one possible
physical structure which is postulated frortl
the archaeological evidence. lt would be
quite wrong to think of such structures
as being real lron Age houses. The oper-

archaeology can, perhaps, be best seen in
this kind of reconsiruction work. One is
interested specifically in validity and prob-
ability judgements.

The Maiden Castle Round-house, com-
pleted in 1973, has been subjected to a

careful monitoring programme with some
fascinating implications. ln order to con-
struct the house over thirty trees were used,
seven tonnes of daub and over one lonne of
thatch. This last item, according to the
cereal research programme, represents the
straw from over an acre of land. lf one
accilpts the standard yield figures offered
for the prehistoric period this amount of
straw would be drawn from over four acres.
Yet this house is representative of the
smaller variety. Woodwork was of the
simplest kind utilising only the axe-cut
friction plate ioint with raw-hide lashing.
Again the hides ol three cattle were
required in the construction.

The completed structure his achieved a
degree of validity in that it has $uccessfully
withstood tour hurricanes and, during the
winter of 1973-74, over a metre of rain. Des-
pite the excessive rainfall, no drip trench
has formed under the eaves. However, since
the house was used tor the storage of grain
during the winter periods, it became
infested with rats which lived under the
walls. Their activity has palpabjy altered the
'archaeological evidence'in that a gulley
has been created around two-thirds of the
circumference of the house producing what
might be interpreted as a 'construction

upon the hypothesis of a timber-trame
structure utilising sophisticated loinery of
neolithic date including mortice and tenon
,oints, scarf ioints and wooden pegs. The
roof structure, based upon five major rafters
and a pentagonal ring beam supports two
tonnes of reed thatch. The major implicat-
ion of this reconstruction is that a central
post is not a necessary integral feature for a
house of this size. Mathematically it is
possible to span even greater distances. lt
is worth noting that the ground area of this
house is greater than the average modern
house and yet is still only in the medium
range of lron Age house plans. The round-
house with cone-shaped roof is not only an
elegant structure but also demonstrates a
considerable degree of engineering sophis-
tication.
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Finally, since experimental work always
focusses attention upon the raw archaeol-
ogical data, one specific researeh proiect
has been implemented at the Ancient Farm
to seek improved methods of excavation.

The process of turf removal prior to ex-
cavation especially on sites with a shallow
soil cover has always seemed to be a pot-
ential distortion of the available evidence. lt
would be advanlageous to excavate literally
from the grass surface downwards. The
malor problem is the grass itself and the
root-bonded topsoil. However, if the proc-
ess of photosynthesis can be stopped, the
grass will die and the roots rot away. By
covering the area due for excavation with a
layer of black plastic sheeting or similar
opaque material for a period of twelvb
weeks, photosynthesis, the way in which
plants convert sunlight into energy, is
stopped completely and the resultant area
can be trowelled immediately. This allows
all artifacts to be plotted in their spatial
context and texture changes to be recorded
from the outset. The longer the period the
area is covered the better. The ideal time
span being twenty-rour weeks. Slnce, in the
rural situation, such advance warning for
rescue excavation is common it would seem
to be a potential answer to increased dala
recovery.

As has been stated above this article is
necessarily brief and extremely selective in
content. The intention has been to indicate
the nature and role of experimental archae-
ology and to confirm that it is not a periph-
eral discipline of passing interest but fun-
damental to improved interpretation and
excavation technique. ln this respect the
Butser Ancient Farm Research Project,
unique in its conception and exscution, the
first open-air scientific research laboratory
tor archaeological studies, is of key signif-
tcance.
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